
Commissions
The following helps to provide a guide for the kind of work we can create
together. 

You can specify a custom size and preferred mixtures of media (material and paint
types). You can also let me know if the artwork will need to be landscape or
portrait. 

I will send some initial sketches of the artwork for your review ahead of
completing the work. The time  to complete the artwork depends on the size. I
will advise you of an estimated completion date. 

For shipping, I recommend you custom frame the artwork once you have received
it to suit the final display. Where an artwork is already stretched on a canvas
frame, I will ship it on the  frame. 

The artwork requires a £115 deposit to secure your order, you can then pay the
remainder in full or in monthly instalments over 12 months.

As part of the commission process, please indicate any preferences you may have
with regards the type of work you are looking for.

Please also see my  Right to Beauty policy
https://www.artbybokani.com/single-post/right-to-beauty
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Size           Square                  Rectangle              Circle        Price  £          Price  £ 
                           (Width x Height)                         (Diameter)            (Minimum)                    (Maximum)

Small        30cm x 30cm      30cm x 40cm         30cm         295                    630

Medium   40cm x 40cm      50cm x 70cm         40cm         370                    895

Large        50cm x 50cm      80cm x 100cm       50cm         420                 1,065 

X-large     1.5m x 1.5m          1.5m x 2.0m            1.0m          530                 1,495 2
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Art by Bokani  

 
Colour balance
Monochromatic
Kaleidoscopic
Black and white
Two-tone
 
Media choices
Archival paper
Stretched canvas
Wood board

Painting Finish
Fluid (3) 
Imprinting (1, 2)
Textured (4)
Scultputural (5)

Paint choices
Oil
Acrylic
Clay foundation

Of course part of the adventure of
collaborating in this way is the joy of the
surprise, but do let me know if you have
some specific requirements such as gold
highlights.  
Please let me know if there are colours
you are drawn to, and also those you
dislike.

I will provide a quote based on your
choices of the size and the following: 
 

Thank you for your support! 


